Biophysical view of the role of interfaces in biomolecular recognition.
Molecular recognition plays a key role in life. Macromolecular interactions at and with interfaces are of paramount importance in this respect. It is therefore crucial to understand and quantify the forces near the surfaces of biological interest in sufficient detail. Specific binding of large molecules, such as antibodies, is affected by the proximity of polar surfaces, for example. On the one hand, the presence of the net surface charges may raise or lower the local macromolecular concentration depending on the relative sign of the charges involved. On the other hand, the ligands attached to strongly polar surfaces always attract and bind their corresponding antibodies less efficiently than the corresponding dissolved molecules. The reason for this is the non-Coulombic repulsion between the ligand-presenting polar surface and the approaching macromolecule. This force is promoted by the surface hydrophilicity and the width of the interfacial region. A simple, direct hydration force is seldom, if ever, seen in such systems. (This is owing to the very short range (Lambda (h ) reverse similar 0.1 nm ) of pure hydration force.) The non-specific adsorption of proteins to the lipid bilayer is also little affected by the overall repulsion between the macromolecule and the bilayer surface; such an adsorption is governed more by the number of defects and/or by the availability of the hydrophobic binding sites in the interfacial region. Artificial lipid membranes typically offer numerous such binding sites to the surrounding macromolecules. Multiple non-specific protein adsorption, which results in partial macromolecular denaturation or complement activation, is therefore one of the main reasons for the rapid elimination of lipid vesicles from the blood stream in vivo. To promote the circulation time of an intravenously injected lipid suspension it is therefore necessary to modify the surfaces of their constituent lipid bilayers. Increasing the surface net charge density and/or increasing the bilayer surface hydrophilicity is of little use in this respect. In order to affect the non-specific bilayer-protein interactions significantly, an optimal number of water-soluble, short and sufficiently mobile polymers must be attached to the lipid head-groups. These polymers then increase the repulsive barrier of the membrane surface dramatically, due to the generation of a thick and mobile as well as strongly hydrated interface. Owing to this, the affinity for proteins of the resulting surface is lowered and the surface-induced protein denaturation or complement insertion is hampered. Polymer-coated liposomes, consequently, are not attractive for the phagocytic cells. Such liposomes, consequently, remain in the blood circulation much longer than simple lipid vesicles; the former, consequently, may spontaneously accumulate in tumors.